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Background of NWC: 

The National Western Center historically has hosted the national western stock show 

since 1906 while the surroundings have various industries over the years such as smelting and 

specialty food producers. The national western stock show is adjacent to the South Platte River, 

I-70 and I-25 highways, and on a railway. As a transit hub of not just Denver, but the entirety of 

the greater front range area for producers, and long distance travelers. The vast utility of such 

high transportation options is extremely valuable, as efficient distribution of a plethora inputs 

and products allows industries far lower transit costs. These industries over the years caused 

Globeville to become one of the most polluted zip codes in the U.S. and serious clean up 

measures are being taken to address this. 

The National Western Stock Show has been a very large event that attracts hundreds of 

thousands from around the nation. It’s the major connection between rural communities and the 

Denver metro areas. As the gathering area of agricultural producers, there are many functions of 

this area.  

Funding of the National Wester Center is entirely tax free on residents of Colorado. 

However, a tax is imposed on travelers using rental cars. This seems justifiable as the entire 

center when completed should continue to be a growing hub of gatherings, shows, and research. 

As profits and investments have been secured by a public-private partnership, the specific private 

partner(s) have yet to be found, but certainly will be determined soon. This deal composes a lot 

of development, but the what is required of the private  

 This center will be composed of many different sectors on the public end as well. These 

include plans with Denver Water to do “nationally-significant water research” (NATIONAL 



WESTERN CENTER NextGen Agribusiness Economic Development Strategy), update existing 

entertainment, education, and research. The research is with the goal of addressing global food 

insecurities and challenges. Physical changes to the area include, a new road protruding though 

the center into the private partnership area, which will certainly allow better accessibility for 

both new and old residents nearby.  

Colorado is specialized in beverage manufacturing mainly in beer LQ of 1.83 in 2014 as 

well as animal production employment with an LQ of 1.39 in 2014. 

Background culture:  

 

 

A shifting landscape of rundown and longstanding industries meet urban high rises in 

River north art district. The area is being absorbed by the ever expanding Denver metropolis. As 

Denver and surrounding counties are expanding by over 90,000 people each, every year, land is 

having to be rapidly developed wherever it can be found. 

b. Long history of a melting pot in Globeville and Elyria Swansea with ongoing industrial 

activities. These communities have tended to house minority communities and immigrants. 

Because of the difficult unskilled labor and the associated low pay, those that reside in this area 

reside in one of the largest food deserts in Colorado. Despite this area having higher than average 

home ownership rates and relatively low land value compared to surrounding areas.  

c. Lie within a food desert. As comparatively low value land in the area, it is one of the last 

places to develop. 



Overarching Economic and population trends: 

 Many factors have kept rural communities at a low equilibrium. From ever increasing 

farm innovation, job attraction, uncommon internet access, to scenic desires, a plethora of 

variables keep these communities in such a state.  

Background of rural/urban Economics: 

 Central Place theory: Dynamic of number of establishments and the population size 

surrounding them. The most valuable real estate will have the individuals who’s time is most 

valuable. Or for producers, the areas where transportation costs are minimized.  

 

The Great Recession:  

 The largest Recession America has experienced hammered the finance sector. Many 

smaller banks closed there doors, and even more others eventually ended up consolidating with 

larger players such as JP Morgan. Alongside the repell of Glass-Steagall has allowed these 

monothiths to act as investment and commercial banks as one company. This allows a massive 

amount of capital to be leveraged and amplify risk of an another economic crash. Due to these 

factors, these monothiths of industry are less likely  

 On March 14, 2018, the Senate passed the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief and 

Consumer Protection Act which President Trump 2 days after signed into law, which exempted 

dozens of U.S. banks from the Dodd-Frank act’s banking regulations. Dodd-Frank required 



various protections and requirements such as transparency of derivative markets alongside 

increased consumer credit requirements for loans.  

   

Analysis:  

 My research into various avenues surrounding lending within Colorado from years 2001 

– 2018 have shown a steady increase in credit unions though out the state with only Costilla 

county having no banks or credit union employees, despite having a comparable population to a 

few other counties. Total number of ATM’s per county are unavailable however, as the amount 

of cash used decreases with apps such as Venmo, need for physical locations should decrease 

slowly but surely over time.  

 On average in Colorado, there are 2 bank employees per 100 reported workers. And 2 

credit union employees per 1000 reported workers. Additionally, credit unions are less 

predisposed to establish a presence in smaller counties as they tend to follow high population 

centers. This makes since as profit seekers will take higher risks for higher rewards. While 

sometimes this is advantageous, poorer rural areas of all places don’t need higher costs of doing 

business.  

 While banks and credit unions are not always mutually exclusive in denser areas, small 

counties have very high exclusivity, as it takes about 1500 workers to get a lender in the area. 

Workers are a decent estimator vs population which varies wildly and has raises variance 

dramatically.  



All the while Credit unions and community banks have continued to lose local deposit 

share which was ~75% in 1994 to ~25% in 2016 in Colorado. It has been a more extreme decline 

in Colorado than the U.S. at large, by ~10%. These federal bills together hurt smaller lenders as 

now larger banks have a competitive advantage not having to fully adhere to them.(Petach 2017) 

“Community banking has little-to-no impact on employment growth or establishment births in 

large, metropolitan areas, but has large, statistically significant effects in both rural and 

micropolitan areas.”(Petach, Weiler, Conroy 2019) So rural areas would benefit most from credit 

unions moving there, but they require a much higher amount of people in a region to set up shop, 

due to banks arriving first as profit seeking risk takers.  

 About half of the counties with populations under 15,000 have decreased in population 

from 2000. While cities have grown dramatically in the same period. These low lying 

equilibriums will likely go on even with further stagnation or even flight. Especially if further 

innovation occurs in technological efficiency and consolidation in Colorado  

 Many counties still don’t have even one credit union, including; Sedgwick, Phillips, 

Lincoln, Cheyenne, Kiowa, Crowley, Bent, Baca, Costilla, Conejos, Saguache, Hinsdale, San 

Juan, Dolores, Rio Blanco, and Jackson. However, all but two have either a bank or credit union, 

the two being Mineral and Costilla. Credit Unions have been growing more than banks across 

Colorado. Credit access is extremely valuable for entrepreneurs to grow local communities. And 

the interactions between credit unions which normally have lower interest rates and banks is a 

factor when attempting to attract people and investment to an area.   

 Despite all the growth occurring in the front range, rural areas are struggling to keep the 

same population year over year.  



 Costilla county has had no net growth in population for decades, despite being 

Colorado’s first county established. 

 This stagnation of these counties has a large variety of causes but simply put, these 

counties reside in a low equilibrium of jobs vs workers. A “big push” strategy can be 

implemented, but costs are very high for such a program and funding would be hard to secure.  

Most of these low equilibrium areas are mostly farming communities with skilled or unskilled 

workers unwilling to move to these areas compared to the eventual front range metropolis.  

  

  

Policy Measures: 

There are a few possible policies to help grow these rural communities. From least to 

most difficult are remote employee corporate subsidies for rural workers, and heavy 

across the board investment strategy to attract business.  
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Sourced: Luke Petach, “The Decline of Local Banking in the United States” Oct 2017. Fig 1  
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